The IPM SIPP:
Investment flexibility

Everything should be made as
simple as possible, but not simpler.
Albert Einstein

Experience has taught us that financial advisers and their clients want two things from their SIPP; flexibility & simplicity.
In the quest for both, many providers have launched multiple SIPP offerings, each with its own
investment restrictions and often a bewildering array of fees and charges.
We’ve taken a different approach; a single SIPP with complete investment flexibility and simple, transparent, charges.
The IPM SIPP is:

Fair & competitive

Flat annual
administration
fee of:

£540

+VAT

•	We do not charge an establishment fee nor do we charge for transfers in
(cash or in-specie), contributions or making non-property investments
•	There are no additional charges for establishing accounts with DFMs,
platforms, stockbrokers or banks for deposit accounts or to set up a bond
•	Our annual fee does not change, regardless of the number of different
investments you have in the SIPP
• There are no charges for moving money to and from trustee bank account



01438 747 151

Flexible & bespoke

No investment,
banking or
provider panels.

All SIPPs tailored
to the needs of
your client.

 info@ipm-pensions.co.uk

Pension Freedoms, and an increasing number of people transferring away
from Defined Benefit schemes, mean it’s never been more important for
your clients to have complete investment flexibility.

IPM
SIPP

That’s why we don’t work from panels. Instead, we give you and your clients
complete control to choose the investments and partners which are right
for them. We often see advisers recommend a wide range of assets to
meet their client’s short, medium and long-term goals. The following three
examples show a range of what typical IPM SIPP might include.
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Get in touch
Our commitment to fairness, simplicity and
transparency, means that clients do not
pay additional fees for multiple investment
wrappers, bank accounts or platforms.

If you would like to know more about IPM, have a technical question
or would like to discuss a specific client, we are here to help:


01438 747 151

 info@ipm-pensions.co.uk


ipm-pensions.co.uk

I.P.M. SIPP Administration Limited (IPM) is regulated by the FCA under approval number 464270 for the establishment and operation of a self-invested personal pension scheme called the IPM Personal Pension
Scheme. This approval does not extend to the provision of financial advice in any way. IPM is able to provide technical and factual support to its introducers and members. The information in this document is based on
IPM’s understanding of the legislation at the time of writing and should not be received as advice. IPM always recommends that independent financial advice is sought before undertaking any financial commitment.

